
HOUSEHOLD PROTECTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

Title: Full Name:

ID No: Occupation:

Work Tel.: Home Tel.: Cell No.:

Fax No.: Email Address:

Postal Address:

New Residential Address:

Date of occupation of new residential address:

Construction

1. Construction of Roof

2. Construction of Walls

3. Do you have a thatch lapa?

4. Do you have a freestanding outbuilding?

Occupation

5. Do you rent or own the new residence?

5.1 If you own the new residence, do you require a quotation for Building Cover?

6. Will the new residence be let to tenants?

7. Will the new residence be unoccupied for more than 60 days at a time?

8. Are you conducting a business from the new residence?

8.1 If so, please clarify

9. Do you reside with anyone other than your spouse and dependent children?

Security Measures

10. Are all opening windows protected by burglar proofing?

11. Are all external doors protected by security gates?

12 Is the new residence fitted with a burglar alarm?

12.1 Is the alarm system linked to a 24 hour armed response control centre?

12.2 Is the alarm system regularly tested & maintained?

12.3 Are all external doors and windows protected by the alarm system?

12.4 Does the alarm system extend to all the rooms in the house?

12.4.1 If not, which rooms are excluded from the alarm coverage?

12.4.2 What other security measures are in place to protect these rooms?

12.5 Does the alarm system extend to the outbuildings?



HOUSEHOLD PROTECTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

11 Is the new residence situated within a complex?

11.1 Does the complex have electrified fencing?

11.2 Does the complex have 24 hour security guards?

11.3 Does the complex have access control?

Goods in Storage

12. Do you have assets kept in storage at another address?

12.1 Name of storage company, contact person and telephone number

12.2 Physical address of storage facility

12.3 Replacement value of assets in storage

13. Do you have a free-standing outbuilding?                   (i.e. wooden wendy house)

13.1 Describe the protections

I warrant that the above answers are true, that I have withheld no information and I undertake to exercise 
all ordinary and reasonable precautions for the safety of said property.  I agree that this declaration shall be
held to be promissory and shall form the basis of the Policy and I am willing to accept the Policy subject to 
the terms, exceptions and conditions represented therein.

Date:  /  /  Signature of Proposer:
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